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a b s t r a c t

An optimization method is introduced to design the aerodynamic parameters of a dual-spin two-
dimensional guided projectile with the canards for trajectory correction. The nose guidance component
contains two pairs of canards which can provide lift and despin with the projectile for stability. The
optimal design algorithm is developed to decide the profiles both of the steering and spinning canards,
and their deflection angles are also simulated to meet the needs of trajectory correction capabilities.
Finally, the aerodynamic efficiency of the specific canards is discussed according to the CFD simulations.
Results that obtained here can be further applied to the exterior ballistics design.
© 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

As improving artillery projectile accuracy is obviously beneficial
for the fire efficiency, nowadays the precision-guidedmunitions are
of interest to the Army as a means of both reducing collateral
damage and increasing the chance of desired effect with the first
round fired [1,2].

In this paper, some fundamental studies on the structural and
aerodynamic features for the guided projectile in the preliminary
design of its exterior ballistics were discussed. There were many
previous works that were contributed to the methods involved in
this paper. Theodoulis et al. introduced the guidance and control
modules for a class of spin-stabilized fin-controlled projectiles[

[3e6], and the complete nonlinear dynamical model is developed
and analyzed. Chang et al. analyzed the impact of the spin-rate on
the forward section of the trajectory, their results indicated that the
spin-rate property is influenced by the canards actuation [7e9]. As
the dual-spin guided projectiles are fundamentally less stable than
the conventional ballistic spin-stabilized projectiles, Wernert et al.
modelled and analyzed the stability conditions of the guided

projectiles [10,11]. Hamel, Youn, Sahu and et al. studied the aero-
dynamic characteristics of different kinds of trajectory correction
projectiles [12e14]. Those studies gave us the ideas to design,
model and analyze the complicated dynamics of the guidance and
control system of the guided projectile. In particular, they provided
some helpful references to investigate the aerodynamic charac-
teristics in the preliminary design.

The purpose of this work is to design the control canards for the
dual-spin two-dimensional guided projectile. An optimal design
method was developed in this paper to obtain the aerodynamic
parameters of the control canards for trajectory correction. Nu-
merical simulations were performed to study the aerodynamic
efficiency of the guided projectile with control canards.

2. Model and method

2.1. Model of the 2-D guided artillery projectile

The two-dimensional guided projectile in this study includes a
conventional 155 mm projectile body and a nose guidance
component which is used for trajectory correction. The design
model the two-dimensional guided projectile is shown in Fig. 1.
There are two pairs of canards fixed on the nose component of the
projectile. The first pair of canards, called the steering canards, is
mounted in the same direction on the nose component to create lift
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force. Meanwhile, the second pair of canards, named the spin ca-
nards, is differentially canted in a manner to create a sufficient
amount of moment to rotate the head component in an opposite
direction of the projectile spin.

2.2. Optimal design method

In design of the Two-dimensional guided projectile, it is abso-
lutely essential that the aerodynamic parameters for different
canard wings' structures are analyzed and optimized. Therefore,
the optimal aerodynamic configuration can be obtained, and as
well as the required correction forces and moments can be guar-
anteed. In detailed design, several designed parameters, such as the
wing area, the profile, the aspect ratio, the sweepback angle and the
taper ratio, are indispensable for influencing the aerodynamic
configuration of the projectile.

The general guideline of the wing area design is to provide the
necessary trajectory correction ability as much as possible in the
limited shape space. As the changes of aerodynamic configuration
are comparatively limited due to the restraints both from the shape
of the projectile and the lift force of the canard wing, the study of
the trajectory correction ability is focused on the calculations of
additional force and additional moment about the projectile with
corrective canards. By adding the additional forces andmoments to
the equations of motion [15], the trajectory correction abilities with
respect to the different wing areas can be investigated.

There are two types of profile that can be divided as the su-
personic profile and the subsonic profile in application. For the
frequently used supersonic profiles, such as diamond shape, lens
shape, hexagon and blunt trailing edge, their features are simply
shaped airfoils with sharp leading edges to cut down the shock
wave. For the subsonic profiles, such as symmetric arc, asymmetric
arc and laminar flow, they are usually streamlined with relatively
smooth leading edges to enhance the leading-edge suctions and to
reduce the atmospheric drags.

While increasing the aspect ratio, generally, the slope of lift
curve will be elevated. For a specific length of the wing root, both
the span and the aspect ratio will be raised at the same time.
However, the span must not exceed the caliber of the artillery. The
length of mean chord will decrease while the friction will increase,
and the wave drag will also increase for a lowmach number during
the supersonic flying.

The sweepback angle will mainly impact the resistance property
of the projectile. The reasons for using the sweepback angle are to
increase the critical mach number, delay the shock wave, decrease
the peak value of the drag coefficient and make the drag coefficient
change smoothly with the increasing of the mach number. The
taper ratio has less influence on aerodynamics of the projectile
when the other geometric parameters had been finalized.

Changing of any mentioned parameters above will affect its
aerodynamic efficiency of the 2-D guided projectile. In order to
obtain the optimal aerodynamic configuration, both the constraint
of the structural strength and the adjustment of the canard's

aerodynamic shape should be considered. In this study, the optimal
design algorithm is developed by coupling of the fluid and solid, as
shown in Fig. 2, which make sure the aerodynamic efficiency to be
optimized under all the given requirements.

From Fig. 2, there are two types of parameters need to be opti-
mized for selecting the canards, which are structure parameters
and aerodynamic parameters. Meanwhile, there are strong con-
nections between these two types of parameters. Firstly, we
calculated the structure parameters, such as parameters of the
profile, by using engineering prediction methods, and made those
results as the initial inputs of the optimization process. Then, the
aerodynamic parameters are simulated and optimized to meet the
trajectory correction capability of the guided projectile. During the
optimizing process, both the structure parameters and aero-
dynamic parameters might be redesigned under their boundary
conditions. And finally, the local optimal solution can be obtained
as well as the canards can be selected.

After the optimization method is used to obtain the profiles of
steering or spinning canards, the relationship between the deflec-
tion angle of control surface and the angle of attack can be

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional guided projectile.

Fig. 2. Optimal design algorithm of 2-D guided projectile with high aerodynamic ef-
ficiency canards.
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